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OVERVIEW

An annual assessment of
global PERE markets
By James Williams
If one looks at Private Equity & Real Estate
(“PERE”) assets, they’ve been growing
substantially over the past decade. Since
December 2007, PERE assets have more than
doubled from over EUR3 trillion to EUR6 trillion.
In some respects, private equity has
become a victim of its own success with
approximately USD1 trillion in the form of dry
powder (or capital yet to be invested). Factor
in the increased level of competition as a
result of large institutional investors directly
investing, which is pushing valuations higher,
and the net result is that it is becoming
harder for PE and RE fund managers to
effectively deploy capital today to deliver
higher earnings multiples tomorrow.
As Bain & Company noted in their Global
Private Equity Report 2018, multiples are
at all-time highs, with around half of all
companies acquired priced in excess of
11 times earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortisation.
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But despite this elevated level of
competition, the global PERE marketplace
appears stronger and more buoyant than
ever. Just last year, CVC raised EUR15.5 billion
in what was one of the largest European fund
launches, while Apollo raised USD23.5 billion
for the largest ever buyout fund. These are
substantial numbers and the signs are that
these ‘mega funds’ will continue to dominate
the market as investors flock to the biggest
and best names in the industry.
Looking at the capital raising environment
for private equity, fundraising activity
remained strong in the first quarter of 2018.
Some 157 funds closed on USD117 billion
in commitments according to EY’s April
edition of its monthly Private Equity Capital
Briefing report1.
While this represented a 33 per cent
decline from the first quarter of 2017, EY
notes that it was broadly in line with the
first quarter of 2016, when USD114 billion
www.privateequitywire.co.uk | 3
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was raised. The most popular form of PE
vehicle is the buyout fund, accounting for 39
per cent of Q1 2018 capital inflows. Overall,
buyout firms now have USD637 billion in
capital ready to be deployed. That is a
substantial number.
Within the global real estate space, The
2018 Capital Raising Survey2, published by
INREV, ANREV and NCREIF, revealed that
2017 recorded a total of EUR152.3 billion in
new capital raised globally by real estate
investment managers; that is a 25 per cent
increase on 2016.
Equity was raised for 895 vehicles, up
from 733 the previous year, underscoring
investor confidence in the asset class.
European-focused RE funds were the
trailblazers in 2017, raising EUR67.2 billion in
capital, up from EUR56.6 billion in 2016. Of
this total, European non-listed real estate
funds enjoyed a record year, accounting for
EUR35.1 billion.
In total, EUR152.3 billion of new capital
was raised for non-listed real estate in 2017,
up from EUR121.8 billion in 2016. According
to INREV’s Capital Raising Survey 20183,
pension funds accounted for just over one
third (35.8 per cent) of that capital. European
investors appear to be the most committed
to investing in global real estate, accounting
for EUR62 billion of the total amount raised
and approximately 45 per cent higher than
the amount allocated by North American
investors; EUR34.2 billion.
If one was to analogise and compare
the PERE space to individual stocks, from a
cash flow perspective the fundamentals look
GLOBAL PERE MARKETS Private Equity Wire Special Report Jul 2018

strong and there is reason to be optimistic.
Whether PERE funds, especially those
operating in the large-cap and core real
estate space, can effectively put all of their
dry powder to work and select investments
that, while expensive today, will continue
to grow and improve their EBITDA, is the
USD64,000 question.
This is a good problem to have. Over the
next five years, managers who shrewdly
source and select good investments and
deliver attractive IRRs for their investors
will, in this competitive landscape, prove
themselves to be worthy winners. And
fully deserving of their performance fees.
Actively managed PERE funds that deliver
genuine uncorrelated returns to traditional
markets will be worth their weight in gold, as
institutions increasingly seek out long-term
yield generating investments to meet their
liability targets.
And while much is made of direct
investing, it is only the largest most
sophisticated institutions – the likes of
Canadian pension funds and Middle Eastern
sovereign wealth funds – that have such a
capability. The vast majority of investors will
continue to rely on commingled fund vehicles,
albeit with an eye on increasing their capital
allocation via co-investment deals.
In that respect, 2018 and beyond will likely
continue to be a period of continued net
inflows and growth.
In the following pages, which Private
Equity Wire has put together with TMF
Group, you will find a variety of global
insights from various TMF Group executives
located in Europe, Asia Pacific and North
America on the current PERE landscape.
From investor allocation preferences to
insights on German real estate and why, for
example, Asia-focused RE funds are looking
at the warehouse and logistics space, the
report should reveal some interesting details
for both GPs and LPs alike.
We hope you enjoy the report.
James Williams
Managing Editor, Private Equity Wire
1. https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-pecapital-briefing-april-2018/$FILE/ey-pe-capital-briefingapril-2018.pdf
2. https://www.inrev.org/news/press/capital-raised-realestate-investment-increases-25
3. https://www.inrev.org/system/files/2018-04/INREVCapital-Raising-2018-Infographic.pdf
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REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE: EUROPE

Encouraging trends
in Europe
Interview with Bruno Bagnouls
TMF Group is a prominent financial services
organisation operating out of 125 offices in
more than 80 jurisdictions worldwide. TMF
Group offers a range of outsourcing solutions
with respect to fund services, accounting,
reporting and consolidation services,
corporate legal and secretarial services, as
well as tax compliance services, and works
for a wide range of client segments.
One of those segments, which is growing
in importance for the group, is private equity
and real estate (PERE), TMF Group is able to
provide fund services at the fund level, the
SPV level, down to the underlying operating
companies.
With global PE groups continuing to
outsource a number of standard accounting
and administrative tasks for funds and
SPVs, TMF Group sees a huge opportunity
going forward.
As Bruno Bagnouls, Managing Director for
TMF Group Luxembourg and Global Head of
Capital Market Services and PERE, explains:
“In Europe, PERE clients are looking to
simplify the outsourcing model, which relates
both to the contractual agreements they
have with service providers but also limiting
the actual number of service providers they
partner with. Part of the reason for this is
there’s a clear trend, even among mid-sized
managers, to have standardised but also
more specific reportings.
“We try to offer as much of a standardised
approach as possible in the contracting
arrangement, which is the same in all the
countries we cover. We want to have the
right relationship management initiatives
and abilities in place to give our PERE
clients the most effective solutions, including
standardised financial reporting.”
Bagnouls says that when discussing
specific reporting needs with clients,
“you need to understand their valuation
methodology, what calculations they use to

Bruno Bagnouls, Managing
Director for TMF Group
Luxembourg and Global Head
of Capital Market Services
and PERE
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price the assets. We build specific operating
models for them, aside from any other
additional reporting they might need”.
In his view, these managers want to
outsource to a specialist organisation, not
one that uses a standard approach to
reporting. “The complexity comes from the
fact that our approach is to have a vertically
integrated model from the fund to the
intermediate SPV holdings in Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Jersey, all the way down to
the individual operating companies,” states
Bagnouls.
There is only so much standardisation
one can expect to do for PERE funds
given the idiosyncrasies of how each fund
management group operates. Still, there are
a number of processes that TMF Group
is looking to develop using cutting-edge
technologies such as Robotic Process
Automation, which it hopes will help improve
the automation of the funds they service in
different geographies.
“Another element of technology we
are developing is how to have full access
to all the data and how we could build
specific reporting.
“The next step in the evolution of our
business will relate to how one accesses
fund data and documents through a
client portal so that managers can pull up
any information they require on the fund
holdings, SPVs and on specific LPs for
the entities that we provide accounting
and financial reporting services to,”
explains Bagnouls.
The outsourcing trend in Europe among
PE managers still has plenty of room for
growth. It is, in many ways, unavoidable
because LPs are demanding greater levels
of transparency from all of their underlying
managers: be they long-only, hedge funds
or illiquid PERE funds. There is a certain
expectation.
www.privateequitywire.co.uk | 5
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“In our privates lives we have more and
more access to information when and where
we want and of course – it is natural that
investors want to apply this to their business
lives as well, especially as it relates to illiquid
fund structures where fund information,
up until now, has been more limited,”
says Bagnouls.
PERE managers have this in mind when
selecting trusted partners to work with. They
want to ensure that the outsourced fund
administrator has the capability to support
them in their reporting needs, as and when
needed. That is why new solutions such as
the client portal Bagnouls refers to are being
conceived; administrators are the repository
of the fund’s data so why not give GPs the
ability to create their own reports, ad hoc,
when LPs require them?
Instead of just doing canned reports that
service the majority of a manager’s LP base,
the most sophisticated managers are figuring
out how to get a data model in place that
services 100 per cent of their LPs’ needs.
The logical extension of this is to put the
power in the LPs’ hands and make the
reporting experience more customisable,
dynamic and enjoyable.
“I agree. It has to be clear as well,
from the GP’s perspective, what sort of
information they need to make available
to their LPs. This requires two-way
communication,” says Bagnouls.
Another clear trend that has been
developing in Europe is an increasing
number of non-EU managers deciding to set
up new fund vehicles in jurisdictions such as
Luxembourg, as they look to take advantage
of favourable market conditions in the region.
Bagnouls notes that previously, some
GPs only used Luxembourg for holding
companies but are now considering
establishing fund vehicles there. The recently
introduced Reserved Alternative Investment
Fund (RAIF), which offers quick speed to
market does contribute to the attractiveness
of the jurisdiction.
This is proving advantageous for TMF
Group because anyone wishing to establish
an EU AIF is required to appoint a depositary
under the Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive (AIFMD).
The role of the depositary under AIFMD
is fourfold: to track and monitor cash flows
GLOBAL PERE MARKETS Private Equity Wire Special Report Jul 2018

within the AIF, asset verification, safekeeping,
and oversight. A non-bank administrator,
such as TMF Group, is able to provide such
a service, which is commonly referred to as
‘depositary lite’ even though it is still a fully
compliant role under the Directive.
“Unlike a bank, our core business is
fund administration and accounting on
these illiquid assets held in PERE funds,”
remarks Bagnouls.
The benefit to this is that when
outsourcing, the manager can appoint TMF
Group to provide both fund administration
and depositary services in a single
counterparty relationship, making for a more
manageable and cost-efficient solution.
PE managers who do not have their own
AIFM license in Europe are also required
to appoint a third party AIFM. Some
administrators also offer this service as part
of an overall turnkey solution but TMF Group
made a conscious choice not to apply this
for its own AIFM license.
As Bagnouls states: “We want to stick to
our core activity of fund administration and
back-office accounting and administration for
SPVs. We prefer to partner with specialist
third party ManCo providers in Luxembourg
(and other jurisdictions) as opposed to
setting up our own entity.”
TMF Group can provide assistance with
respect to fund formation and works with
numerous legal advisors and tax advisors
across Europe to determine the most
appropriate infrastructure for a client’s
European business, whether they need to
appoint an AIFM, what the best location
would be for their holding companies
and so on.
“The trend is very much towards having
all of this in one location like Luxembourg.
We do a lot of work helping PERE managers
at the pre-launch stage, getting the right
pieces of the puzzle in place for their
European fund business.
“Looking ahead for 2018 and beyond,
we are feeling very optimistic about the
PERE environment. This trend of more
transparency will continue to become
increasingly important. The globalisation
of the PERE industry puts us in a good
position. We feel we are able to contribute to
the further growth of this market as a trusted
outsourced partner,” concludes Bagnouls. n
www.privateequitywire.co.uk | 6
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Berlin residential assets
see largest price increase
Interview with Gianfranco Maraffio
For real estate investment managers,
the German market has long been an
alluring proposition from a market valuation
perspective, thanks in part to the shadow
cast by London’s property market, which for
years has become a trophy asset magnet,
pushing core property prices into the
stratosphere.
But there are some signs that London
might be cooling, with some UK valueoriented fund managers, like AEW UK
Investment Management, remaining
underweight on London, at least for the next
couple of years, as it doesn’t presently offer
good value. Commercial rents are softening
and while there is new stock coming on line,
take-up is below the historical average and
vacancies are creeping up.
With Brexit in full flow, Germany’s real
estate market is certainly shining. It is a
very stable, reliable market and the value of
investments continues to increase. “This is
making the market very attractive to investors
but also making it a more competitive one,”
comments Gianfranco Maraffio, Managing
Director for TMF Group Germany.
BlackRock’s real estate team cites Berlin,
Munich, Frankfurt, Hamburg as offering
attractive fundamentals. They purchased an
office building in the Niederrad sub-market
in Frankfurt in 2016, which had double-digit
vacancy rates and a bad reputation amongst
office tenants until most of the vacant office
stock was converted into residential.
“In some sub-markets, if you find the
right location and you can effectively deliver
the right product at the right price, then in
that context Frankfurt is a very attractive
market. But if you look at Frankfurt’s CBD,
for example, there’s quite a large supply
pipeline, which would suggest rents might
not develop as favourably as some people
might think,” Thomas Mueller, Managing
Director, BlackRock Real Assets and Portfolio

Gianfranco Maraffio,
Managing Director for TMF
Group Germany
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Manager for Europe Property Fund IV, told
Property Funds World recently.
Selective investing is therefore needed
in Germany, as in any European real estate
market. This is especially true for a regulated
market. Arguably, Germany and France are
the two most heavily regulated markets
in Europe, requiring asset managers to
weigh up the regulatory risks before doing
acquisitions.
“It is not always easy for non-EU real
estate investment managers to understand
why it is so regulated. It is therefore crucial
for them to work together with partners
who are well established in the German
market and can support them the best way
possible,” suggests Maraffio.
“Investors are always going to look at the
performance numbers but in order to achieve
good performance in their funds, managers
need strong and stable cooperation partners.
Those who are in a position to ensure
they are operating in full compliance with
regulation, and can also provide reliable
information to investors, not just on the
accounting side but all information related to
the investment vehicle.”
Real estate investment managers certainly
shouldn’t be scared off by a regulated
country like Germany. After all, all the
regulations are clear and well established,
such as those applicable under AIFMD,
there aren’t constant changes being applied.
Working together with the right partner can
reduce the complexity of operating in such
a regulated market and keep the manager’s
in-tray relatively empty so they can
concentrate on managing their investments.
From Maraffio’s vantage point, he says
that office and commercial are the two main
sub-sectors of investment focus but thinks
it’ll be interesting to see how the situation
with residential real estate plays out as a
result of Brexit.
www.privateequitywire.co.uk | 7
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“Residential has been relatively stable in
the main German cities whereas in the UK
and France their value has been significantly
higher. Now, however, residential prices
in Germany are starting to increase and
could represent some attractive investment
opportunities. The biggest price increases
have been in Berlin, followed by Hamburg,
Frankfurt, Munich, Stuttgart as well as
Dusseldorf. Berlin started a lower base so
it has seen the biggest price increases,”
explains Maraffio.
Asian investors, in particular Singaporean
investors, are really jumping into the German
RE market across a variety of investments as
they seek out commercial as well residential
opportunities, according to Maraffio. He
considers 2018 to be a good fundraising
environment.
Given the low interest environment in
traditional markets, alternative assets are
something that German investors continue to
view carefully. They are, says Maraffio, happy
to consider alternative asset classes such as
real estate, because they act as an effective
diversifier from traditional bonds and equities.
On the fundraising side, Germany replaced
the US as the most popular investment
destination with respect to open-ended retail
real estate funds, according to Berlin-based
Scope Analysis GmbH, part of the Scope
Group. As Scope points out in its latest
fund analysis report, high cash inflows and
ensuing efforts to prevent excess liquidity
build-up drove the 19 German open-ended
retail real estate funds evaluated by Scope
to increase their investment volumes by 50
per cent between 2016 and 2017, to a total
value of EUR9.2 billion, across 66 commercial
properties and 324 residential properties.
Part of this is because higher EUR/
USD hedging costs made US investments
less attractive for Euro-based investors.
Consequently, both Germany and the UK
overtook the US, with Germany accounting
for a quarter of all investments in 2017
(EUR2.3 billion).
For those looking to invest in Germany,
Maraffio points out that there are two main
options to consider. One option is hold
assets in Germany using an SPV located
outside of the country; i.e. the Netherlands
or Luxembourg, the latter having a double
tax treaty in place to protect asset managers
GLOBAL PERE MARKETS Private Equity Wire Special Report Jul 2018

from double taxation with respect to taxes
on income.
A second, perhaps less popular option, is
to use a German SPV to hold German real
estate assets. This might be considered if
the manager intends to have a substantial
presence in Germany and operate funds
directly out of the country.
“Often, it will depend on what the end
investor is focused on and what their
preference is. It could be that the fund
manager chooses to use a Luxembourg SPV
to hold German assets in addition to other
European assets. But I would say German
institutional investors tend to be comfortable
with either approach,” comments Maraffio.
As for investor trends, Maraffio says that
investors in German real estate funds are
increasingly asking for information online that
they can access immediately. In his view,
having someone like TMF Group in place to
coordinate all the fund information and who
is able to work with the investment advisor,
the fund manager, the property manager, etc,
to deliver accurate information, is a vital cog
in the wheel.
“At TMF Group, we put everything
together in a way that demonstrates an
understanding of the needs of investors and
allows the advisor to manage business the
way they want, as well as deliver information
in the format that investors want. Delays
can be disruptive for investors. It’s important
to have timely, transparent information for
reporting purposes. We support the full
package from compliance to regulatory to
fund accounting and performance data,”
concludes Maraffio. n
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Observations on
Asia‑Pacific PERE funds
Interview with Rajindar Singh
It’s fair to say that with so many economies
in growth phase, Asia Pacific represents
rich pickings for global PERE managers, as
well as domestic players. The most popular
markets include: Australia, Japan, South
Korea, Hong Kong, China, India, Singapore
and the Philippines. This is according to
Rajindar Singh, Senior Commercial Director,
PERE at TMF Group, who operates out of
the group’s Singapore office.
“With respect to fund structures, large
global managers are looking to invest
selectively at certain regions within APAC,”
says Raj. “Real estate valuations in Hong
Kong and Singapore are very high so they
generally look at growing markets like
Japan and Korea. Japan has a lot of Class
A and Class B commercial real estate.
GLOBAL PERE MARKETS Private Equity Wire Special Report Jul 2018

We also see a lot of interest in Australia.
In India, there are good opportunities in
logistics infrastructure and to some extent
in commercial and residential real estate
in key cities like Mumbai and Delhi and
Bangalore.”
One of the attractions of Singapore is
that it has a well-established REITs market.
Many of the good grade buildings are locked
within these REITs and do not change
hands frequently.
“In Singapore, older residential apartment
blocks and areas are being torn down
and turned into more efficient, higher-end
residential developments by local developers.
We are also seeing joint ventures with
Chinese and Singapore developers,”
says Raj,
www.privateequitywire.co.uk | 9
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Likewise, in Hong Kong, many of the good
grade buildings are locked within the REITs
or owned by listed developers within their
portfolios and hence do not changes hands.
That’s why a lot of RE fund managers prefer
to focus on markets like Japan where they
see value.
In India, there is a lot of construction
activity in Mumbai, especially in the central
business district and financial centre. There
is also strong demand in the hospitality
sector. In Delhi, there are new retail shopping
malls being developed. The first Indian REIT
is also planned for later in 2018 by a local
commercial real estate developer and global
fund manager. According to Bloomberg1, the
size of the issue may be as much as USD1
billion depending on what assets are finally
included in the REIT.
PwC points out in its 2018 Emerging
Trends in Real Estate survey2 on Asia
Pacific, that those cities that look most
attractive from an investment perspective
include Sydney and Melbourne, which offer
significant rental growth, Tokyo, which still
offers yields higher than those one would
receive in sovereign bonds, and markets
such as Vietnam, which are enjoying longterm secular growth. It also notes that there
is “a huge resurgence in investor sentiment
toward Singapore, which appears to have
found a bottom in both the office and
residential sectors”.
Raj observes that “a lot of Asia-focused
RE funds are looking at the warehouse
and logistics space”, as the retail industry
transitions to become more e-commerce
in nature, with internet sales dominating
traditional high street sales.
“The trend is changing as retail moves
away from shopping malls more towards
logistics centres to handle large volume
internet-based orders; large e-commerce
portals and other e-commerce businesses
are increasingly doing this,” says Raj.
He observes that in Malaysia, for example,
interest has been growing among some
fund managers where they are developing
and holding properties in key cities like
Kuala Lumpur.
Likewise, in Singapore, for example, the
Asia Square Towers in Marina Bay Financial
Centre were developed by a large global
fund manager in the past who subsequently

Rajindar Singh, Senior
Commercial Director PERE at
TMF Group
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sold it to sovereign fund and listed REIT after
holding it for a number of years.
Knight Frank Malaysia anticipates that
in response to China’s One Belt One Road
infrastructure initiative, Chinese developers
might look to become active in Malaysian
port, rail and highway projects. According
to Knight Frank’s New Frontiers: The 2018
Report, Malaysia ranked third in China
outbound real estate investments into Belt
and Road countries with USD2.37 billion
received over the past four years, behind
Singapore (USD3.87 billion) and South Korea
(USD2.74 billion).
“On the private equity and infrastructure
side, there are big opportunities for fund
managers to invest in clean energy projects
and power plants in India, as well as port
facilities; a lot of the ports in India are
quite old and their capacity needs to be
expanded,” says Raj.
China-focused private equity funds
dominated fund raising in 2017, accounting
for USD31 billion of the USD64 billion raised
for Asia-focused funds, according to Preqin3.
Funds focused on areas other than China
and India raised 75 per cent more capital
in 2017 than in 2016, securing USD28 billion
from 56 funds, the report found.
An increasing trend has been observed in
India where large limited partners (insurance
groups and pension funds) have gone
into joint ventures with fund managers
there to establish platforms for investing in
private equity.
One potential spanner in the works for
the region could be the growing threat of a
trade imbalances between China and the US,
which could lead to repercussions for assets
such as logistics and shipping.
“E-commerce platforms might be
susceptible to any such phenomena. I
think the shipping industry could also be
impacted, with less trade coming out of
China, which in turn could lead to lower
demand for logistics and warehousing. That
said, I think things will come to a rational
conclusion in the end,” finishes Raj. n
1. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-25/
blackstone-backed-embassy-is-said-to-plan-india-s-firstreit
2. https://www.pwc.com/sg/en/publications/assets/
emerging-trends-in-real-estate-asia-pacific-2018.pdf
3. 2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture Capital
Report
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Australian private equity
and infrastructure insights
Interview with Paul Adamiak
TMF Group commenced its Australian
operations simultaneously in Sydney and
Melbourne in 2006, resulting from the
purchase of EY’s corporate secretarial
business.
“TMF Group in Australia provides
domiciliary and management, accounting, tax
compliance, corporate secretarial and payroll
services to foreign companies entering
into the Australian market,” explains Paul
Adamiak, Senior Manager PERE (Sydney). “It
also has a specialist team dedicated to both
domestic and foreign alternative investment
managers, primarily investing in illiquid,
longer term assets such as private equity,
real estate, infrastructure and agriculture.”
TMF supports investment managers by
providing bespoke back-office solutions
that enhance their global operations,
administering complex international
investment structures and supporting
portfolio companies expanding and
operating abroad.
Its Australian fund and corporate services
business currently has assets under
administration in excess of AUD6 billion and
growing rapidly, confirms Adamiak.
Australia is one of the world’s most
attractive markets for infrastructure
investments and provides a compelling
market opportunity for a leading service
provider such as TMF Group. It currently
supports four of the world’s top 10 global
infrastructure managers, and has seen the
number of foreign investors participating in
Australia’s infrastructure market rise from
nine countries in 2008 to more than 15
countries today.
Last year, at the 2nd annual PEI
Infrastructure Investor Australia Summit in
Melbourne, the sustainability of Australian
infrastructure investment opportunities
was debated. In short, the consensus

Paul Adamiak, Senior Manager
PERE at TMF Group Australia
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was broadly in the affirmative, but various
panellists at the Summit agreed that there
would be significant product development,
like new assets and strategies falling within
the infrastructure scope, for example the
recent lease of the NSW Land Registry for
AUD2.6 billion.
In addition to a broader asset class,
2018 is anticipated to be a much bigger
year than 2017 in terms of infrastructure
spend (forecast around AUD16 billion,
almost double 2017). There is an the East
Coast infrastructure boom taking place,
resulting from various major road projects
(WestConnex/NorthConnex), the Melbourne
metro, the Sydney metro and the Sydney
light rail.
One factor that has been critical in helping
attract foreign asset managers has been
a favourable tax regime. A decade ago,
Australia introduced the Managed Investment
Trust tax regime.
As Adamiak explains: “Foreign asset
managers targeting Australian real estate,
infrastructure or agriculture assets can
benefit from a reduced withholding tax of
15 per cent versus the usual 30 per cent on
fund distributions abroad.
“Our clients wanted a ‘one-stop-shop’
for MIT compliance. As a result, in 2016 we
formed an alliance with Evolution Trustees.
Together, we provide a solution to ensure all
the MIT requirements are met. We provide
the investment management & administration
services and Evolution Trustees provide the
trustee and custody services.”
The alliance has resulted in the
establishment of several MIT vehicles
for their mutual clients, including a new
fund launched by an Australian specialist
fund manager to provide high-net-worth
Australians with access to high-quality
infrastructure investments.
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“Our joint offering was well received last
year and for 2018 we have even bigger
growth ambitions on our mutual portfolio,”
adds Adamiak.
One exciting development that could also
play to TMF Group’s advantage, and allow it
to extend the range of services to Australian
funds, is the decision made by the Australian
government during the 2016-2017 budget to
commit to developing a Corporate Collective
Investment Vehicle (CCIV) and a Limited
Partnership Collective Investment Vehicle
(LPCIV). The intention is that Australia
will have an internationally understood
investment vehicle that can be marketed to
foreign investors, including through the Asia
Region Funds Passport regime.
“This is a major change to the Australian
fund structuring arena,” comments Adamiak.
“It introduces the concept of a corporate
GLOBAL PERE MARKETS Private Equity Wire Special Report Jul 2018

director, modelled on the UK OEIC regime
and a depository, modelled on the UCITS V
and AIFMD requirements.
“TMF Group currently renders depository
services in both the Netherlands and
Luxembourg. The legislation proposed by
the Australian Exposure draft presents an
exciting opportunity for the Australian funds
management industry to harmonise with
its global peers and provide investors with
familiar concepts.”
As well as tax and legal structuring
drivers, the plain economic truth is that,
from a global standpoint, alternative assets,
and in particular private equity assets, have
attracted significant inflows from institutional
investors.
This is good news for global fund
administrators who wish to see their clients’
AUM grow. To put things into perspective,
www.privateequitywire.co.uk | 12
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according to the latest Preqin data, global
private equity funds raised USD453 billion,
exceeding the previous high-water mark of
USD414 billion raised in 2007.
Transaction volume was broadly in line
with the past four years, with over 4,000
deals completed.
Adamiak notes that whilst the majority of
this capital was raised in North America &
Europe, the local industry had a robust year
with an estimated AUD7 billion of capital
raised and ready to deploy.
“MinterEllison’s report ‘Directions in
Private Equity’ reported 2017 to be a buoyant
year. It detailed 37 exits with a holding
period averaging 55 months and with an
average sell value of AUD359.98 million,”
confirms Adamiak.
Each year, the Australian Private Equity &
Venture Capital Association Limited (AVCAL)
judges fund managers for their various
underlying portfolio company transactions,
focusing on good corporate governance,
responsible investment and creating
sustainable growth.
There were a broad range of transactions
in terms of size and industry with AVCAL
awarding, for example, Quadrant Private
Equity as Best Management Buyout between
USD300 – USD500 million for their investment
in Canberra Data Centres (CDC) and KKR
as Best Management Buyout over USD500
million for their investment in GenesisCare.
Other significant transactions include the
Macquarie-led AUD1.6 billion acquisition and
privatisation of the South Australian Lands
Titles Office, Carlyle Group’s AUD517 million
exit in Coates Hire and TPG Capital’s sale of
Australian electricity distributor Alinta Energy
for AUD4 billion.
Unsurprisingly, Adamiak says the group
is “very upbeat” for 2018: “A major US client
has already indicated to us that they have
more Australian targets on their radar,
which we will be required to support them
on. However, it is still very much a sellers’
market with the high multiples currently
being paid for assets and the amount
of capital chasing quality assets. Thus
competition is fierce.”
In terms of the outsourcing opportunities
within private equity, TMF Group is
already supporting many of the world’s
largest private equity managers to execute
GLOBAL PERE MARKETS Private Equity Wire Special Report Jul 2018

transactions in Australia and globally.
Adamiak suggests that approximately 50 per
cent of managers in Australia perform their
administration requirements in-house while
the other half outsource.
“The trend is clearly to outsource,” he
says. “Our clients’ operating models are
constantly evolving and there are significant
investor pressures to become leaner, with
simpler operations and cost rationalisation.
“TMF Group differentiates itself from its
peers with its global coverage. We have
a fully integrated global platform for SPV
administration, while offering fund services
from key onshore and offshore locations.
Global asset managers are increasingly
looking for a service provider that is truly
vertically integrated, providing global
administration services from a single point
of contact.
“For example, we use our coverage
to streamline the asset bidding process.
Tender processes are often very competitive
and time sensitive, prior to a bid being
submitted, a multi-jurisdictional acquisition
structure may need to be setup, tax &
legal advice signed off, KYC completed for
the lending consortium. This may result in
various new entities being setup in different
locations. TMF Group facilitates cross-border
transactions, while ensuring compliance and
streamlining transparency.”
Traditional LPs are increasingly investing
directly, which has resulted in more
competition for assets and causing GPs
to shift priorities. Some, for example,
are increasingly emphasising their asset
management prowess rather than origination
deal access to deal flow.
But with so much regulation to contend,
demonstrating that prowess requires PE and
Infrastructure managers, both in Australia,
and globally, to partner with reliable
outsourced fund administrators to relieve the
burden and allow them to focus on honing
their prowess in the front office.
“The regulatory burden is only increasing.
Global initiatives such as FATCA, CRS &
BEPS are requiring the collection, disclosure
and reporting of specific information.
We’re supporting our clients by taking
on these specialist compliance roles and
responsibilities and allowing them to focus on
their core activities,” concludes Adamiak. n
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US PE managers targeting
higher yield opportunities
in Asia-Pacific and Europe
Interview with Anastasia Williams
With US private equity managers contending
with record high valuations in US markets,
seeking out attractive yield opportunities has
become a considerable challenge.
Granted, last year saw a number of
significant fund launches. The most notable
were Apollo Global Management’s USD24.7
billion Apollo Investment Fund IX – the
largest PE fund in history – and CVC Capital
Partners’ seventh fund vintage (CVC Capital
Partners VII), which closed with USD16
billion. But these are outliers. And whilst the
majority of mid-sized PE managers were able
to raise capital, putting it to work has been
the bigger challenge.
This has pushed US managers to find
higher yielding opportunities in Europe and
Asia Pacific; a trend that Anastasia Williams,
Vice President of Sales PERE, TMF Group,
believes will continue in 2018 and beyond.
“US managers are considering UCITS
funds and Luxembourg limited partnerships
to attract European capital, because the
demand is so strong,” says Williams. “Private
equity groups are becoming more creative in
terms of the structures they use, the liquidity
terms, to attract more investors from Europe.
We see a growing trend for hybrid funds
that blend mutual fund characteristics with
offshore fund characteristics.”
With respect to Asia Pacific, Williams,
who is based in TMF Group’s San Francisco
office, notes that there was quite a bit of
activity among US clients in 2017, especially
in China, Japan, South Korea and Australia.
TMF Group has global experience in
providing administration services to SPV
structures as well as funds and this has
put it in a strong position to support the
expansion activities of its US client base.
“We have integrated best-of-breed

Anastasia Williams, Vice
President of Sales PERE at
TMF Group
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technology to service those funds so we
are well placed to support this growth trend
of US managers operating and investing in
Asia Pacific. Among the larger PE shops
that are engaged in M&A activity in the
region, we’ve seen them doing joint ventures
with China asset managers and consulting
firms to invest in a range of underlying
portfolio companies: anything from cosmetics
companies to robotics and packaging
companies,” confirms Williams.
She notes that from a European
perspective, there is strong interest among
US real estate groups as they seek out
attractive valuation deals in markets such
as Spain, from where a number of large
deals have originated. With its plug and play
solution, TMF Group is able to get involved
with US managers at the incorporation stage,
using its local network expertise to bring
global support to those who may lack on-theground legal and regulatory specialists, when
navigating the nuances of European markets.
“We start from incorporation and support
our clients throughout the lifecycle of the
deal,” says Williams. “We have a footprint
in almost every European market and we
coordinate with our European colleagues
in such a way that allows US managers
to liaise with our New York, Texas or San
Francisco offices. We work with local deal
teams in London, in Spain, etc, to keep on
top of all the little details of maintaining the
infrastructure to facilitate the investment.
US managers have the reassurance they
are staying in compliance in local markets.
A vital step to consider because noncompliance might create problems when
they come to exiting a deal.”
US managers have, for many years,
invested in Europe and have far more
www.privateequitywire.co.uk | 14
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experience in this mature market than they
do in emerging markets. Newer markets
like Chile, Peru and Colombia are a different
challenge, as is Brazil in respect of its
regulations and licenses that are needed.
“However, US managers need to be in
these markets, they need the investments,
and we are there on the ground. We’ve been
in Brazil for quite some time,” adds Williams.
The upside to expanding into new
markets and creating new fund products
– which might include UCITS funds,
Luxembourg special limited partnerships,
Asian SPVs – is that US managers can
attract a global investor base. The downside
is that the more multi-jurisdictional products
they bring to market, the more complex their
operating model becomes.
As Williams points out, US managers now
have to contend with global reporting, most
notably Common Reporting Standards. But
unlike the name suggests, there is nothing
common about it.
“CRS reporting has to be for each specific
country. If you have one German investor, you
must comply with German CRS, in France
it’ll be a slightly different requirement, and so
on. Managers can choose to connect and
file with each individual local regulator but
they might end up dealing with 20 different
file formats. The alternative is to outsource all
of this to the fund administrator who handles
these requirements day in day out.
“We have the infrastructure in place
to remove the burden for managers,
allowing them to focus on the investment
management process,” comments Williams.
This is helping to perpetuate the trend of
fund administration outsourcing as managers
and investors alike recognise the futility of
keeping everything in-house, without any
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demonstrable benefit to doing so.
Williams says that investors are becoming
more flexible with terms, even if it means
having to accept additional costs as a result
of outsourcing.
“It shows they are more open to the idea of
managers going down the outsourced route.
ILPA templates are becoming an expected
standard now and as unique as each PERE
manager is, there is still an expectation
among LPs to receive all of their investment
fund information on a quarterly basis.
“Institutional pension plans, endowments
and SWFs have standardised how they
absorb fund information. They require
general partners to give them certain
information in a certain file format. If they
get this from one manager, who uses a third
party fund administrator, they expect the
same quality of reporting from every other
manager; they don’t want a manager doing
it internally, using a different file format and
presenting information that isn’t considered
industry standard,” opines Williams.
Over the last five years, closed-ended
funds have represented the biggest growth
area for fund administrators. Administrators
have done a good job updating their
platforms and technology to best serve these
funds that use complex capital structures.
Previously, the fund administration space
wasn’t ready or equipped to handle custom
waterfalls, distribution calls, but they are now.
“There are tools for automating waterfalls,
communicating with investment teams and
investors, and the industry is evolving.
“That said, I’d say it’s still 50/50 in terms
of the number of managers who keep
administration in-house versus those who
outsource. Five years ago, it was 80/20 but I
think in five years’ time, it will have moved to
80/20 in favour of outsourcing,” states Williams.
She says that for 2018 and beyond,
TMF Group will continue to build out deep
relationships with US managers, leveraging
the expertise it has gained working globally
with SPVs and closed-ended fund vehicles.
“The more complex a fund manager’s
operations become, the more simple they
will want their vendor relationships to be.
It might be sustainable to have two or
three vendor relationships in two or three
countries but beyond that it can be difficult
to manage,” concludes Williams. n
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Investor trends in global
PERE funds
Interview with Ravi Nevile
If one looks at Private Equity & Real Estate
(“PERE”) assets, they’ve been growing
substantially over the past decade. Since
December 2007, PERE assets have more
than doubled from over EUR3 trillion to
EUR6 trillion.
“Today we have around EUR6 trillion of
committed capital invested and that is set
to grow over the next few years to between
EUR8 and EUR10 trillion. There are huge
amounts of capital flowing into the private
equity and real estate assets,” comments
Ravi Nevile, PERE Portfolio Director at
TMF Group.
Much of this doubling in size of PERE
assets can be explained by investor
behaviour. Since the ’08 global financial
crisis, a persistent low interest rate
environment and weak returns in other asset
classes has led investors to diversify their
investments.
“The growth is also not just in the
buyout space but across the spectrum from
buyout, growth, secondaries, credit and
even venture capital funds, which are much
harder to access. The same is true on the
real estate side where we are seeing more
diversification across retail and particularly
logistics, which has been a stronger
performing sub-asset class,” comments
Nevile. What is clear is the diversity of asset
classes across the PERE landscape has
increased the complexity both in the front
and back office.
This has led the largest institutional
investors representing Pension Funds and
Sovereign Funds in The US, Canada, Middle
East, Asia and Australia to build out their
own internal investment teams to improve
their level of sophistication in order to invest
directly in PERE assets as well as manage
operations and third party fund and SPV
administrators.

Ravi Nevile, PERE Portfolio
Director at TMF Group
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As investors become increasingly
sophisticated and experienced, there is
now a greater desire to invest directly or do
co-investments with GPs or JV structures
rather than into fund structures.
“They are looking to have greater
ownership of their investments. With that
comes a whole array of issues that need to
be considered in terms of how you structure
the investment, how you administer it,
what gets done in-house by the investment
manager and what gets outsourced.
“I would also say there are huge regional
differences between the US and European
market. The European market is highly
regulated with all European managers being
subject to AIFMD regulation and have a
whole range of reporting and regulatory
compliance requirements to adhere to and
hence outsource many of their back-office
functions.
“The US market is completely different.
Most US GPs still do a lot of work in-house.
There is still a huge piece of the US PE
market that is yet to move towards an
outsourced model; probably only 30 per cent
of managers outsource but that is slowly
changing and the same can be said of the
real estate market,” argues Nevile.
In some respects, private equity has
become a victim of its own success with
approximately USD1 trillion in the form of dry
powder (or capital yet to be invested). Factor
in the increased level of competition and
increasing valuations and one can appreciate
just how hard it is becoming for GPs to
effectively put that capital to work and deliver
higher earnings multiples tomorrow.
The upshot of this is that some investors
are looking to foster a smaller number of
more meaningful GP relationships. The
largest investors in the Middle East, Asia
and Americas have a history of investing for
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decades into the asset class. As a result,
says Nevile, if one looks at their balance
sheet, there is a large number of managers
they’ve invested with over the years and they
are now looking to rationalise that and focus
on those partners that can provide them
with more co-invest and direct investment
opportunities.
“This move towards consolidation is partly
a consequence of co-investing. A large
investor might allocate to a commingled fund
but then decide to co-investing additional
capital alongside the manager in a separate
deal. However, this can affect the risk profile
and, potentially, change the way the GP
deals with that investor,” comments Nevile.
He agrees that with so much dry powder
in the market, investors have to be confident
that the GPs they allocate to are able to
invest effectively.
“It is a concern for investors. Last year,
CVC raised EUR15.5 billion in what was one
of the largest European fund launches, while
Apollo raised USD23.5 billion for the largest
ever buyout fund. These are substantial
numbers. In this environment, it might be
easier to raise capital but it needs to be the
right fit for their investment strategy and for
their investment teams to allocate.
“As a GP, you want to raise the right
level of assets for the fund in order to
GLOBAL PERE MARKETS Private Equity Wire Special Report Jul 2018

maximise returns for investors and through
that alignment, you will get paid through
carried interest. It will be interesting to see
how some of the recent vintages end up
performing in this investment cycle given
the amount of competition and the extent to
which valuations have risen in the market,”
remarks Nevile.
Of course there are a myriad of excellent
private companies particularly in the US. As
always, it comes down to buying at the right
time and price. That is where PE managers
earn their stripes.
Gone are the old days where a PE
buyout firm could come in, do some
financial engineering, enhance the balance
sheet and flip the company at a higher
earnings multiple.
“Good PE managers are increasingly
enhancing in-house operating partners with
specialist knowledge of their sectors who
can help advise management teams on
how to improve efficiencies and the overall
financial health of the company.”
“There is a lot more work being
done, operationally, to extract value from
companies and deliver returns to investors.
It is a tough environment. Many GPs are
looking to deploy capital in the US and
Europe and are competing to find the best
opportunities,” adds Nevile. n
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Greater back office due
diligence on PE funds is a
positive for the industry
Interview with Ravi Nevile
The focal point of institutional investors
has changed over time with respect to how
operational due diligence (“ODD”) or the risk
assessment of non-investment functions is
applied to private equity and real estate GP’s
and Investment managers.
Although a well-established process in
hedge fund investing, it is still a relatively
new discipline in the closed-ended space.
Back in the 1990s, the shock waves that
emanated from the implosion of Long Term
Capital Management (LTCM) sent hedge fund
investors into a tailspin.
Terrified that if it could happen to LTCM
then it could happen to anyone, institutions
trained their sights on assessing hedge
fund businesses more thoroughly, spanning
the people, the processes, the IT systems.
The aim was simple: to achieve a full
understanding of the risk/return proposition
on offer.
“In the PERE space, the back office of
GP’s entrusted to manage and administer
trillions of dollars of assets is still a very
manual oriented function compared to
the hedge fund industry which has seen
automation of both the managers back
office and its service providers,” says
Ravi Nevile, PERE Portfolio Director at
TMF Group.
“ODD is something that is typically
undertaken by more sophisticated investors
that have larger teams or specialist
consultants they use.”
“Many of the larger PERE firms will have
already had experience of this, but for
smaller firms the ODD process will still be
quite new to them. They are often surprised
when they have large questionnaires to
fill, or have to deal with onsite visits from

Ravi Nevile, PERE Portfolio
Director at TMF Group
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investors who wish to understand how
they operate.”
Today, PE managers of all sizes need to
prepare themselves to deal with investor
queries and have a heightened awareness
of their overall operations and the service
providers they use. Nevile thinks that trend
will continue, “as we see more and more
outsourcing, particularly among managers in
the US”.
Some of the questions that are important
for investors to consider might include:
How is the firm structured organisationally?
What is the governance framework and
how are decisions made? How are staff
aligned with investors and how are they
incentivised? This includes back-office staff
as well as front-office staff How do the noninvestment functions of the manager operate
(Operations, Finance, Legal, Compliance,
IT) and Are there sufficient controls in place
to monitor the fund’s service providers
and help the manager to implement the
investment strategy?
As PERE managers often execute their
fund strategies across different jurisdictions,
investors will likely want to carry out a
proper assessment and background check of
the key investment and operations staff.
“Large institutional investors will carry out
background checks on staff to determine if
there are any regulatory red flags or whether
there is any litigation to be aware of.”
“Ultimately, these relationships are like
a marriage. Investors are allocating capital
and locking it up for long periods of time.
It therefore makes sense that sufficient due
diligence is carried out across different
disciplines, to get a clear sense of who
that investor is going to be partnering with
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and whether there is a correct alignment
of interests in place with the manager,”
explains Nevile.
Assessing the fund structure is another
important area when conducting ODD.
PE and RE funds tend to be general
partner (GP) / limited partner (LP)
partnerships versus company-type structures
with shareholders and an independent
board of directors. In terms of governance,
investors might wish to determine the
effectiveness of the Limited Partnership
Advisory Committee (LPAC) and its current
representatives. Although LPACs offer
a stronger value proposition in terms of
governance, they still come with fairly limited
powers compared to an independent board
of directors.
“The fact that there are more sophisticated
investors partnering with some of the
largest managers in the industry means
that the Funds’ LPAC is gaining a stronger
voice,” says Nevile. “It is imperative that a
stronger control environment with respect to
operational process and governance offsets
the lack of independent oversight to ensure
that the GP is as fully aligned as possible
with each LP in the partnership.”
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A big part of this process focuses on the
manager’s operations, the systems, controls
and processes that it has in place. What is
done in-house and what is outsourced? How
is accounting carried out? How are waterfalls
and distributions calculated, reviewed,
reported and paid? The fact remains that
globally, nearly all of this is still done on
spreadsheets.
“The largest investors will sit with
managers to go through those procedures.
There are systems like Investran and
eFront for private equity and Yardi for real
estate, where a lot of the processes and
calculations can be automated, but there
are still many operational elements that
remain manual today. And investors need
to understand those elements in detail,”
adds Nevile.
Many times, operational issues arise
not from the GP per se but the underlying
portfolio companies. Fraud is all about
control. The best GPs will be much closer to
their portfolio companies and have significant
controls in place around cash management,
bank accounts and authorisation. This
can be a complex process as different
jurisdictions have different rules and
authorisation protocols might change.
“The types of people and the
organisational set-up can tell investors a
lot. But that’s only possible if Investors
take a thorough, methodical approach to
evaluating not just the investment risks but
also the broader operational risks inherent
with any GP relationship and assess if
that level of risk is acceptable both in
assessing a specific fund investment but
also at an institutional or counterparty level,”
says Nevile.
Just as robust ODD on hedge funds is a
way to minimise the tail risk – i.e. avoiding
getting caught up in another LTCM blow-up –
the same should also be true of PERE funds,
which might appear more conservative
in nature but are no less susceptible to
operational failures.
“In the past, PE managers would
potentially have had less interaction with
their investors. That trend is changing. LPs,
rightly, should be asking more questions of
GPs. The level of effort and transparency is
increasing and I think that is a positive for
the industry,” concludes Nevile. n
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Technology drives
transparency in real
estate investing
Interview with Ramón van Heusden
Ramón van Heusden has seen a lot of
changes in real estate investing over the
last 14 years he has worked in Luxembourg.
Over that time, van Heusden has held
three different roles, each one of which
has involved working with international real
estate and private equity funds.
“What I’ve seen over the last couple of
years, in particular, is an exponential growth
in clients moving to large single platforms
with a lot of connectivity to other systems,
moving away from holding and managing
data in multiple systems and specific silos,”
says van Heusden.
Technology is slowly taking over and
shaping the way that investment activities
are conducted. As alternative fund managers
use more, high quality data, regardless of
whether they are hedge fund managers
or PERE fund managers, it allows them to
improve their decision-making skills.
“I attended an ALFI event last year on
PERE where some important trends were
discussed. One of those was the role of
digital technology, especially within real
estate investments – for us as a service
provider, it’s important we adapt to these
trends and remain flexible to support all of
our clients’ activities,” adds van Heusden.
The sophistication of cloud platforms and
applications has been a real game changer
for fund managers, even for those who
invest in real assets. The Internet of Things,
for example, has begun to revolutionise
how RE investment managers monitor the
efficiency of properties. Far from passive
assets, technology systems are now being
deployed within buildings to measure
everything from CO2 emissions to the
performance of HVAC systems.
Such is the precision of analytical tools

Ramón van Heusden, Head of
Client Services at TMF Group
Luxembourg
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that a real estate manager, or one of their
operating partners, can detect, in advance,
when a heating system might be about to fail
and need replacing.
“I’ve heard that in Asia Pacific some
buildings are now fully digital. Everything
can be monitored and processed in a
central database. For years the European
RE industry has been of continued yield
compression and growing transaction
volumes which is expected to continue in
2018. At the same time the whole industry is
looking at cost inefficiencies and a way to
improve this,” says van Heusden.
Digital technology is giving both
managers, and their end investors, a
fascinating insight into building performance,
just as one might examine the performance
of an equities portfolio.
However, the upshot to all of this is an
explosion in the volume of data.
Whether it is a private equity fund
or a real estate fund, the bottom line is
that investors want the ability to analyse
their investments with as much precision
as possible. This is not just to monitor
investment performance. Investors also want
transparency from their GPs on the amount
of leverage being used in the fund, and how
fees and expenses are being calculated.
“Mostly it is for portfolio management
though, as very often LPs might have
investment restrictions, which they need
to monitor in their portfolios,” explains
van Heusden. “Equally as important
as performance measurement is risk
management. In the real estate world,
investors are exposed to all manner of risks
and under AIFMD, GPs have to perform a
minimum level of risk management.”
Van Heusden confirms that one of the
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objectives of TMF Group is to create a
paperless office, adding that in some of
its global offices, “we are preparing to
use robotic process automation (RPA) for
certain administration tasks. If you look at
the multiple bank statements we handle
each day, that could be a process that we
very quickly automate.” Other tasks such as
reconciliation, exceptions management and
record keeping all have the potential to be
automated.
In terms of where LPs are allocating to
real estate, van Heusden confirms that from
a performance perspective, German real
estate has been doing the best over the past
few years.
“When you look at the top 10 performing
cities in various industry surveys and reports,
the four largest German cities are often
always listed; Munich, Frankfurt, Hamburg
and Berlin.
Other cities like Copenhagen, Amsterdam
and Luxembourg have also been doing very
well,” notes van Heusden.
Indeed, since the Brexit vote just over two
years ago, Germany has enjoyed a pick-up
in interest with EUR13.6 billion of inflows into
German real estate in Q3 2016 compared
to EUR10 billion for the UK, according to
Real Capital Analytics. Meanwhile, real
estate investment trusts in Germany and
Scandinavia have risen since the Brexit vote
to trade at premiums to the value of their
assets, a sign that investors feel their cash
is safer there, found the Emerging Trends in
Real Estate Europe 2017 report.
“Europe is still a highly favoured market by
LPs and I believe capital growth will continue
to accelerate in 2018. Investors are cautious
about London, however, given the ongoing
Brexit negotiations and the uncertainty
that exists. There are plenty of core-plus
and value-added investment opportunities;
I would say they are the most attractive
areas of real estate right now, from a yield
perspective,” comments van Heusden.
He says that in Luxembourg, the most
popular legal vehicle for real estate investing
is the SCSp, which came into effect in 2013.
The SCSp, or Special Limited Partnership,
is based on the English Limited Partnership
and incorporates many of its elements. This
has proven attractive to international real
estate managers who previously could only
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use the Simple Limited Partnership (SCS),
which was based on the 1915 company law.
Both the SCS and SCSp can be used
for regulated and unregulated partnerships.
Since 2013, more than 1,400 limited
partnerships have been established.
“That is where we expect to see the
biggest increase in fund numbers this year
following on from the success of 2017. The
bulk of investors are still Europe-based
investors. That definitely gives TMF Group an
advantage as these funds typically invest in
Eurozone countries and with our footprint in
all western European countries, we are very
well positioned to service that business,”
suggests van Heusden.
He also points out that aside from using
the SCSp to set up unregulated partnership
outside of the scope of AIFMD, another
product innovation that has proven to be
successful, albeit it is still early days, is
the Reserved AIF or ‘RAIF’. Currently, van
Heusden estimates the RAIF to account for
approximately 6 per cent of the total fund
population here in Luxembourg “but people
are expecting it to grow over the next 12 to
24 months, given the flexibility of the RAIF
and the fact that sponsors do not need to
go through a lengthy registration process
with the CSSF; everything is overseen
and monitored by an approved AIFM,” he
explains.
Coming back to the transparency point,
to conclude, this has inevitably led to more
detailed ODD work being conducted by LPs
at the pre-investment stage. It has become
a key factor in how and where LPs allocate,
especially as the search for yield, even
within real estate markets, becomes more
challenging.
“Transparency is a crucial element of the
investor ODD process, as well as for the
administrator, in terms of understanding the
GPs one is looking to work with. We need to
understand the manager’s requirements from
a reporting point of view; what systems do
they use? How are they connected?
“We will sometimes participate in ODD
calls with investors without any involvement
from the GP. Typically, they will ask us about
the level of reporting we can provide but
also what our relationship is like with the GP,
operationally speaking. This is happening far
more often now,” concludes van Heusden. n
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